
WRITING A RADIO PLAY BBC TYPING

Advice on getting turning your ideas into a radio play. Whether you're writing a tragedy, a comedy or a play to change
the world, a great storyline will keep Type all directions and sound effects in capital letters (e.g. HAMLET'S GARDEN.

The normal features of Microsoft Word are still all available, should you need to deviate from a normal
format, but you probably will never need to. What does he want now? Writing tips Most of the tips for writing
a theatre script also apply to writing a radio play see Stage plays. Users of other word processors and script
formatters should be able to set them up using these measurements. Make sure the structure keeps them
listening Think about beginning, middle and end and your play. This is a competition for minute plays, written
specifically for the radio as in not adapted from a film or book. After that, you want to be as conservative as
possible. But, in the absence of guidelines, this is a good place to start. Other directions Various directions
have been written into our script groans, whispers etc. The Occupational Knight uses the basic language of
symbols to help make's youth discover for themselves the hidden jerry and courage that many within them.
Everything will be left aligned at the moment, and that is completely fine. Grab the audience from the start
Don't take too long to get started into the main action of the play. While still working on drafts you should
then on the next line write a version number version 4 in lower case, followed on the next line by the date.
Formats are dictated by technology, and there are good reasons for using them. These directions are written in
capitals and placed in brackets at the beginning of the line, and are as follows: OFF Actor should speak at a
distance from the microphone the radio equivalent of off-screen. On the first page, do the same for the script
title, the cast list, and the first scene description. The competition is currently open for submissions so if you
have an idea for a play, get cracking. Some plays we read were more like novels and used too much narration.
Will show you the previous hand posture on every key as you spent. Then delete it. RTE encourage both new
and established writers â€” two plays by John Boorman were recently broadcast â€” to submit minute radio
drama scripts. Writing is the only thing that, when I do it, I don't feel I should be doing something else. I find
it helpful. You should send a full single script. If you know a way to make it work, please do post in the
comments! The Script Heading and Cast List, which, unsurprisingly, are very useful during the casting
process. BBC also recognise that we want to write for radio but we might not be sure how to go about it.
Production Script: During your writing phase, the layout is coloured for easy perception. Radio City CA -
email something. This asks an actor to pitch their voice up as if asking a question or down as if denying
something. If you can find the Page Layout setting, this should enable you to set the page margins, using the
measurements given above.


